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Review from last time 

•  Finished up gas-phase chemistry and air cleaning 
–  Gave another week on HW 2 on VOC emissions (due today) 
–  Your HW 3 on sorption and reactive deposition is also due today 

•  Began particulate matter 
–  Single particle physics and motion 

•  Settling velocity 
•  Gravity, impaction, diffusion, electrostatic, thermophoresis 

–  Particle size distributions 

•  Today: 
–  Continue particulate matter 

•  Finish size distributions 
•  Respiratory deposition 
•  Sources, surface deposition, and resuspension 2 



PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTIONS 
Finishing up from last week 
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Particle size distributions 

•  A monodisperse aerosol (i.e., all particles have the same 
size) does not exist in the ambient atmosphere  
–  Not indoors or outdoors 

•  What we have are polydispersed aerosols 
–  So we need to describe the sizes of aerosol particles with a size 

distribution, which gives the concentration of particles as a function of 
particle diameter 

–  Practically, a number concentration is determined between ranges of 
particle sizes: e.g., in the range dp2 – dp1 or Δdp or ddp 

•  Number of particles with diameters between dp2 and dp1 
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Size distributions 

•  9 size channels, width of 100 nm each, each with 10 
particles per cm3 

•  We consider the measured concentration as dN in each 
channel 
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Schneider, 2010 



Size distributions 

•  If we use a different instrument with different channel widths, 
the shape of the distribution changes: 
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Schneider, 2010 



Size distributions 

•  To avoid this sizing effect, we divide the measured 
concentrations (dN) by the width of the size channels 
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Schneider, 2010 



Size distributions 

•  Similar example but for a more realistic size distribution 
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Schneider, 2010 

Hard to compare! 



Size distributions 
•  Divided by the channel widths… (better) 
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Schneider, 2010 

Almost the same 
distribution despite 
different 
measurement 
channels for the two 
instruments 



Size distributions 

•  Since the size range of aerosol particles typically ranges 
over several orders of magnitude, we commonly use log 
scales for the x-axis (dp) 
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Schneider, 2010 



Size distributions 

•  For log scales we need to account for the channel width differently: 
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dN
d logdp

=
dN

log(dp,upperbound )! log(dp,lowerbound )

So this… Becomes this… 

Schneider, 2010 

We have transformed dN into dN/dlogdp, 
 but the graphs scale similarly 



Number, surface area, volume, and mass distributions 

•  Assuming spherical particles, the number concentration for 
each particle diameter can be converted to surface and 
volume concentrations: 

•  Surface area (µm2 per cm3): 

•  Volume (µm3 per cm3): 

•  If we know particle density 
–  We can estimate the mass distribution (µg per cm3): 
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dV =
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6
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Number, surface area, volume, and mass distributions 
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Schneider, 2010 



Describing distributions with simple parameters 

•  Arithmetic mean particle diameter = ‘count mean diameter’ 

•  For continuous distribution N(dp): 

•  Geometric mean particle diameter (dg) 
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Schneider, 2010 



Describing distributions with simple parameters 

•  Atmospheric aerosols are often described by a lognormal distribution 
–  Allows for characterization of an aerosol with only 3 parameters 

•  Normal distribution: 

•  Lognormal distribution: 

–  Where: 
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Schneider, 2010 

dg is in units of µm 
ln(dg) or log(dg) is dimensionless 
σg is dimensionless with a value greater than or equal to 1.0 



Lognormal distribution: dN, dS, and dV 

•  Example distribution 
for one ‘mode’: 

16 
Schneider, 2010 



Typical aerosol distributions include multiple ‘modes’ 
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Nucleation mode 

Accumulation mode 

Coarse mode 



Lognormal distributions: summing across modes 
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Typical aerosol distributions 

•  Submicron particles outdoors in 3 locations in Germany 
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Costabile et al. 2009 Atmos Chem Phys 



RESPIRATORY DEPOSITION 
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Why are we so concerned about particle size? 

•  One reason is because particles of different sizes deposit in 
different areas of our respiratory system with different 
efficiencies 

•  Humans breathe 10-25 m3/day 
~0.5 L/breath at rest 
~12 breaths/minute at rest 

•  Surface area of lung devoted to gas exchange is ~75 m2 

–  ½ area of singles tennis court in alveolar region 

•  Velocities range from cm/s to mm/s 
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Human respiratory system 
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Nasopharyngeal 
 
 
Tracheobronchial 
(N&T regions “cleaned” by mucus) 

 
 
Alveolar 

Hinds, 1999 Ch. 11 



Lung parameters  

Note: based on steady flow 
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Hinds, 1999 Ch. 11 



Particle deposition in lungs 

•  Similar to other systems 
–  Diffusion, settling, impaction are primary 
–  Can neglect minor electrostatic forces 

•  Challenges 
–  Flow field is developing and unsteady 
–  Particles are growing (humidification) 
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Total respiratory deposition 

•  Based on ICRP model, average for males/females 
–  ICRP = International Commission on Radiological Protection 
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Hinds, 1999 Ch. 11 



Respiratory deposition by region 
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Hinds, 1999 Ch. 11 



Alveolar deposition by breathing type 
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Hinds, 1999 Ch. 11 

Depends on 
whether you’re 
a nose 
breather or a 
mouth 
breather! 



So what? 

•  We now understand more about particle sizes  
–  And how different size particles deposit in different regions of our 

respiratory system 

•  We can examine different sources to determine their sizes 
–  e.g., ETS or cooking particles 

•  And we can examine what particles will deposit in lungs? 
–  And in which region? 

•  Helps elucidate health effects that may be observed 
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Mass (or number) balance approach for particles 
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Ventilation/ 
Air Exchange 
 
Penetration 

Ventilation/ 
Air Exchange 

Outdoor 
Particles 
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Control/Filtration 
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Mass (or number) balance approach for particles 
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•  Basic mass/number balance on particles of diameter i: 

Which parameters vary by particle size? 



ETS lung penetration example 

•  Nazaroff, W. W., Hung, W. Y., Sasse, A. and Gadgil, A. J., 1993. 
Predicting regional lung deposition of environmental tobacco-smoke 
particles. Aerosol Science and Technology 19, 243-254. 

•  Modeling exercise 
–  Examine emissions from ETS 
–  Used lung deposition model to examine where ETS particles end up 

•  Dynamic model 
–  Assumed uniform cigarette smoking rate for first 16 hours of a day 
–  Followed by 8 non-smoking hours 

–  Varied smoking activity, age of exposed individuals 
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Emissions from ETS 
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Nazaroff et al., 1993 AS&T 



Indoor concentration profiles from ETS 
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Nazaroff et al., 1993 AS&T 



Mean indoor concentrations from ETS 
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Nazaroff et al., 1993 AS&T 



ETS lung deposition 
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Nazaroff et al., 1993 AS&T 

Lung deposition 



ETS lung deposition 
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Nazaroff et al., 1993 AS&T 

Emissions profile 

Lung deposition 



PARTICLE SOURCES 
Indoors and outdoors 
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Particle sources 

•  Indoor and outdoor particle sources vary by particle size 

•  Indoor emission sources are typically episodic 
–  Tend to be brief, intermittent, and highly variable 
–  Steady state rarely applies 
–  Outdoor particle levels and ventilation rates often vary with time 
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Nazaroff, 2004 Indoor Air 



Indoor particle sources 

•  Combustion processes 
–  Incense smoke, candle burning, cigarette smoke 

•  Cooking 
–  Gas and electric cooking both 
–  Biomass cookstoves in developing world 

•  Cleaning activities 
–  Resuspension from vacuum cleaners 
–  Aerosolization from tap water in humidifiers 
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Indoor particle sources 

•  Ultrafine (<100 nm) and accumulation mode (0.1-1 µm) 
particles were monitored in an occupied house for 3 years 
–  Data at 5 minute intervals 

•  The largest emission sources were described in this paper 
–  Cooking with a gas stove 
–  Toasting with electric toasters and toaster ovens 
–  Burning candles and incense 
–  Using a gas-powered clothes dryer 
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Wallace, 2006 Aerosol Sci Technol 



Indoor particle sources 

•  Biggest contributor to indoor UFPs was indoor sources 
•  Biggest contributor to 0.1-1 µm particles was outdoors 
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Wallace, 2006 Aerosol Sci Technol 



Indoor particle sources 
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Wallace, 2006 Aerosol Sci Technol 



Indoor particle sources 
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Wallace, 2006 Aerosol Sci Technol 



Indoor particle sources 
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Wallace, 2006 Aerosol Sci Technol 



Indoor particle sources 
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Wallace, 2006 Aerosol Sci Technol 



Indoor particle sources 
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Wallace, 2006 Aerosol Sci Technol 



Indoor particle sources 
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Wallace, 2006 Aerosol Sci Technol 



Indoor particle sources 
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Wallace, 2006 Aerosol Sci Technol 



Indoor/outdoor particle sources 

•  First reviews I/O 
measurements 

•  Then focuses on 
outdoor infiltrated 
particles only 
–  “Infiltration factor” 
–  “Penetration factor” 
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Chen and Zhao, 2011 Atmos Environ 



I/O particle ratios: combination of I and O sources 
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Chen and Zhao, 2011 Atmos Environ 



Outdoor particle sources: Infiltration factors 
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Chen and Zhao, 2011 Atmos Environ 

IF = Cin

Cout

=
Pi!

! + kdep,i +! filt" filt,i



Outdoor particle sources: Penetration factor 
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Chen and Zhao, 2011 Atmos Environ 

IF = Cin

Cout

=
Pi!

! + kdep,i +! filt" filt,i



Outdoor particle sources: Penetration factor 

53 
Rim et al., 2010 Environ Sci Technol 

More on P next lecture 



RESUSPENSION AND DEPOSITION 
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Indoor source: Resuspension 

•  Early experiments noticed that indoor particle concentrations 
were elevated above background during human activities 
–  We saw this last week when I was kicking the carpet near our OPC 

•  This is termed the “personal cloud” effect 
–  Basically we disturb dust reservoirs on furniture and textiles 

•  e.g., dusting, folding clothes, making a bed 
–  We call this “resuspension” 

•  The level of vigor of the activity is an important factor in resuspension 
–  Resuspension is generally greater for larger particles 
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Indoor source: Resuspension 

56 
Ferro al., 2004 J Expo Anal Environ Epidem 



Indoor sources: Resuspension 

57 
Qian and Ferro, 2008 Aerosol Sci Technol 



Indoor sources: Resuspension 
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Ferro al., 2004 J Expo Anal Environ Epidem 

PEM
SIM

=
Personal
Stationary



Quantifying resuspension 

•  We can define a resuspension rate: 

•  And incorporate it into mass balance on indoor air: 

•  And tie that into mass balance on surface of interest (A) 
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R = resuspension flux (mg/m2-hr) 
L = surface concentration (mg/m2) 

dCi
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Indoor sources: Resuspension 
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Qian and Ferro, 2008 Aerosol Sci Technol 



Indoor sources: Resuspension 
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Qian and Ferro, 2008 Aerosol Sci Technol 



Indoor losses: Deposition 

•  We discussed deposition last week 
–  Primarily in terms of settling velocity 
–  Also included diffusion, impaction, thermophoresis, and electrostatic forces 

•  I showed one of the first strong modeling efforts for size-dependent 
deposition in a room: 

–  kdep in units of 1/hr 
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kdep =
vdA
V

Lai and Nazaroff 2000 J Aerosol Sci 



Indoor losses: Deposition 

•  There have been several studies that measured particle deposition in 
real environments as well 
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Thatcher et al. 2002 Atmos Environ 

kdep =
vdA
V

Procedure for finding 
deposition rates is similar 
to finding AER or finding 
reactive deposition rates 
•  Inject particles and 

measure the 
subsequent decay 



Indoor losses: Deposition 

•  Deposition in a chamber under different air speeds and furnishing conditions 
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Thatcher et al. 2002 Atmos Environ 



Indoor losses: Deposition 

•  Review of deposition in a chamber under different scenarios 
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Thatcher et al. 2002 Atmos Environ 



Indoor losses: Deposition 

•  Deposition in real homes 
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Wallace et al. 2004 Atmos Environ 



Indoor losses: Deposition 

•  Deposition in real homes 
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He et al. 2005 Atmos Environ 



Indoor losses: Deposition 

•  Deposition in real homes 
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He et al. 2005 Atmos Environ 



Indoor particles review 

•  What have we learned so far? 
•  We can describe particle concentrations by size (diameter) 
•  Particles of various sizes exist indoors 

–  Smaller particles and the largest particles are typically indoor generated 
–  Medium (fine) particles often infiltrated from outdoors 

•  Once indoors, particles of different sizes deposit on surfaces differently 
–  And deposit in different regions of our lungs 
–  Particle density and shape can also affect this (refer to settling velocity) 

•  We’ve seen some ways particle deposition, emission, and resuspension are 
measured 
–  We still need to focus on a major source: 

•  Penetration from outdoors 
–  And we still need to focus on a major loss: 

•  HVAC filtration 
–  We will do this next week 
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Next time 

•  HW 4 assigned today 
–  Different kind of assignment – reading assignment 
–  On BB now with paper attached 

•  Next time:  
–  Particle penetration and filtration (and air cleaners) 
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